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Executive summary 

Increasingly, healthcare provider organizations are faced with modernizing their medical applications and infrastructure to 
improve patient care quality, increase clinician productivity, reduce IT costs, and meet security and compliance requirements 
for patients’ personal health information. Implementing these new systems carries large risks for healthcare organizations. 
How do they know the new systems will actually work? What assurances do they have that end user clinician productivity 
will be increased, and not decreased? How do they know they will achieve return on their IT investments? 

This HP Mobile Care reference architecture describes HP’s proven approach to addressing all of these concerns, built around 
a robust virtual desktop infrastructure. While the tested implementation focuses on the hardware and software needed to 
create a 500-user highly-available building block, the results can be scaled to very large implementations with 10s of 
thousands of clinical end users, covering small clinical installations to very large, multi-site enterprise healthcare provider 
installations. And while the reference architecture focuses on the healthcare vertical, the architecture presented can easily 
be applied to a number of industries, from financial services, to call centers, to education and government institutions, 
looking for a proven End User Computing solution.  

This reference architecture is a tested, validated and certified1 solution provided by HP to ensure the highest availability of 
access to virtualized desktops and core applications, such as electronic medical records for healthcare providers. The multi-
site infrastructure is designed to ensure that no single point of failure exists with cost-effective redundancy—where even a 
site failure does not impact clinical usability or data integrity. Proven high availability is critical for mitigating patient care 
risk, securing data compliance, and improving clinician workflow and productivity. 

Target audience: IT decision makers, architects and implementation personnel who want to better understand HP’s 
approach to End User Computing for healthcare. A working knowledge of End User Computing and Converged Infrastructure 
with servers, storage, and networking is assumed. This and other associated documentation pertaining to this Reference 
Architecture may be found at hp.com/go/cv. 

Document purpose: The purpose of this document is to describe HP’s Mobile Care architecture, with specific focus on 

technical details required to successfully implement the solution in a customer’s environment. 

This white paper describes testing performed by HP and VMware in February 2014.  

Introduction 

HP Mobile Care offers a solution to healthcare organizations that face significant day-to-day challenges around anywhere, 
anytime secure access to patient health information. This HP and VMware proven, tested and certified solution ensures the 
highest level of availability of the critical hardware, software and application infrastructure for hospitals and clinics. The 
major benefits of this Reference Architecture are: 

• Enabling anywhere, anytime information access to improve patient outcomes 

• Delivering increased clinician efficiency while ensuring quality of care 

• Mitigating risks and ensuring Patient Health Information (PHI) security 

Overview 

Enabling anywhere, anytime information access to improve patient outcomes 

An electronic medical record (EMR) is the digital version of a doctor’s paper chart, containing all of a patient’s medical 
history. Doctors rely on easy and timely access to the EMR to track, identify, monitor and ultimately improve the overall 
quality of patient care. Electronic patient records have dramatically transformed the ability of the healthcare clinician to 
have the best information available anywhere, anytime. Rapid access to EMR information from any device for clinical staff is 
critical to ensure timely patient treatment and to ultimately improve patient outcomes. 

HP Mobile Care solves this problem for healthcare providers. With a core architecture built around the highly available HP 
3PAR StoreServ storage, HP BladeSystem servers with Virtual Connect, HP Networking, and HP Thin Clients and ElitePads 
combined with VMware’s vSphere and Horizon View software, HP Mobile Care is a proven end-to-end solution that delivers 
simplified and flexible information access—anywhere, anytime. 

 
1 VMware Compatibility Guide at vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php. VMware AlwaysOn Desktop Partners vmware.com/always-on-

desktop/overview.html. HP Single Point of Connectivity Knowledgebase hp.com/storage/spock.  

http://www.hp.com/go/cv
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/products/solutions/product-detail.html?oid=5437589#!tab=features
http://www.vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php
http://www.vmware.com/always-on-desktop/overview.html
http://www.vmware.com/always-on-desktop/overview.html
http://www.hp.com/storage/spock
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Delivering increased clinician efficiency while ensuring quality of care 

Increasing patient care efficiency while driving up the quality of care may seem to be diametrically opposed objectives.  

But the reality is with the appropriate proven solution, they are easily achievable. 

55% of a clinician’s time is spent not treating patients 

According to a recent Ponemon Institute2 study, the majority of clinician’s time is spent on administrative overhead. 

For many clinicians the administrative burden of these new electronic medical record systems can be overwhelming. In a 
recent study conducted by Ponemon Institute1, it was shown that 55% of a typical clinician’s time is spent on non-patient 
care activities. Wouldn’t it be great if healthcare organizations were able to implement systems that drove down the 
administrative burden of these new EMR applications, and increased the amount of time available to spend with patients? 
And what if they could do that while also improving the quality of patient care? 

An infrastructure which supports “follow me anywhere” functionality is a critical underpinning of such a solution. Doctors 

and nurses need to be able to use any device from wherever they are to securely access confidential patient health 
information for rapid and timely decision making. And they need it to function the same, independent of the device or 
location they are working from. 

Furthermore, eliminating multiple system and application logins and logouts for clinicians is key to significantly improving 
their daily productivity. Tap-and-go and single-sign-on technologies can greatly reduce the amount of time clinicians wait 
to log in to and out of hospital systems.  

Mitigating risks and ensuring Patient Health Information (PHI) security 

When you’re in the business of taking care of others’ health, you need to know that the systems you rely upon are going to 
work, 24x7. Any outage or decrease in service can have immediate and dramatic impacts on patient care, clinician 
productivity, and the business’ bottom line. Deploying a new solution with new technology can sometimes be a leap of faith. 
That is why it is important to deploy a solution which has been tested and proven in lab environments and in real world 
healthcare settings.  

HP Mobile Care is a reference architecture built together with VMware that has undergone extensive testing in our labs. 
Healthcare organizations have successfully implemented similar architectures with HP and VMware, providing real-world 
proof that you can achieve all of the benefits discussed in this reference architecture. Unlike many other solutions that claim 
to solve these problems, HP Mobile Care has a proven track record of solving these problems for major healthcare provider 
organizations. Kettering Health Network is one such example of a healthcare organization that worked together with HP and 
VMware to achieve significant benefits. See http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-
0149ENW for the case study. 

Security of Patient Health Information (PHI) is a critical requirement of any healthcare organization. One needs to simply 
look at recent news reports to find numerous examples of compromised PHI. PHI security will continue to be a challenge for 
the industry, and HP Mobile Care delivers the right technologies to help healthcare organizations address this concern. 

Solution components 

General configuration 

HP Mobile Care is designed from the ground up to help healthcare providers implement a modern, virtualized desktop 
infrastructure that is highly available and highly scalable. 

The basic Mobile Care configuration component is a building block and supports 500 users. This building block is a modular 
group of storage, servers, and networking, highly available in its own right, and can be combined with additional building 
blocks or scaled up within the block to build up a highly scalable architecture within a given data center and across data 
center sites to support 10s of thousands of users or more. Figure 1 illustrates the high level reference architecture, spread 
across two sites. 

 
2 Ponemon Institute, “The Economic and Productivity Impact of IT Security on Healthcare”, May 2013 

http://www.imprivata.com/resources/analyst-reports/ponemon-institute-study-economic-and-productivity-impact-it-security 

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-0149ENW
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-0149ENW
http://www.imprivata.com/resources/analyst-reports/ponemon-institute-study-economic-and-productivity-impact-it-security
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Figure 1. HP Reference Architecture for Mobile Care 

 

The sub-components that comprise a given HP Mobile Care building block are as follows: 

HP Storage 

• HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage with HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services and HP 3PAR StoreServ Data at Rest Encryption  

• HP 3PAR Peer Persistence Software 

• HP 3PAR Virtual Domains Software 

HP Servers 

• HP BladeSystem c7000 Enclosures and ProLiant BL460c Gen8 Blades 

• HP IO Accelerator for BladeSystem 

• HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric 

HP Networking 
• HP 5920 Switch Series 

HP End User Devices 
• HP Thin Clients 

• HP ElitePad and ElitePad Expansion Jacket 

VMware Software 

• VMware vSphere 5.1 U2 

• VMware AlwaysOn Point of Care with Horizon View 5.2 

Third Party Hardware and Software 

• F5 BIG-IP (Physical or Virtual Edition): Local Traffic Manager 

• F5 BIG-IP (Physical or Virtual Edition): Access Policy Manager (optional) 

• Imprivata OneSign Single Sign-On (SSO) 

• HealthCast Solutions eXactACCESS (XA) 
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• Microsoft® Windows® Server 2008 R2, AlwaysOn SQL Server Failover Cluster, Windows 7 Clients 

• OpenEMR 

The role that each of these components play in the HP Mobile Care Reference Architecture will be discussed in detail in the 
following subsections. 

Storage is one of the most critical components in any end user computing solution. As such, HP 3PAR StoreServ storage is a 
central component of this reference architecture. HP 3PAR StoreServ storage delivers tier 1 enterprise performance, thin 
provisioning, space reclamation, file services, and synchronous replication with Peer Persistence—all features which are 
critical to efficient, reliable and affordable end user computing. HP 3PAR Peer Persistence Software is a critical feature that 
provides the site-to-site availability of clinical desktop sessions. Furthermore, HP 3PAR StoreServ storage is certified under 
VMware’s Metro Storage Cluster program. These features set HP apart from the competition. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ storage is VMware Metro Storage Cluster Certified 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence enables core multi-site high availability for reliable and always-on end user computing. 

The storage subsystem throughout this reference architecture is divided into two tiers: internal to the server includes SAS 
drives and PCIe host-based IO Accelerators, and external storage includes HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 and 3PAR File Services. 

Figure 2. Storage mappings 
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A key aspect of this reference architecture is that the user OS images are non-persistent. The reason for this is to support 
active-active high availability by reducing the amount of remote WAN traffic. A fundamental tenet is that only user profiles, 
user data and base images are actively replicated between sites, and that there are pools of desktops available at each site 
to support the entire cross-site user population in an always ready state. 

The local direct attached storage in the servers has advantages. One of the advantages is that the local storage, specifically 
with the HP IO Accelerator, can provide accelerated IOPS at very low latencies—characteristics of ideal Virtual Desktop 
Infrastructure (VDI) storage solutions. However, local storage is, by nature, not highly available if that server were to be 
offline. For a high availability reference architecture such as this, additional tiers of storage are required to provide the 
resiliency to meet availability requirements. Therefore, the direct attached storage tier (IO Accelerator tier) houses the non-
persistent desktop replicas, while user profiles and user data is stored on an enterprise class 3PAR StoreServ storage 
system. By virtue of choosing a non-persistent operating system desktop image, the amount of data required to replicate 
across sites is reduced and performance is dramatically increased. The HP IO Accelerator tier can offer capacities up to 1.2TB 
at speeds up to 530K IOPS with 1.5GB/s transfer rates and latencies of about 50 microseconds. 

External to the servers, the high availability core of the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 dual controller fibre channel SAN replicates 
User Data and 3PAR File Services (CIFS/NFS) virtual volumes synchronously across two physical sites. Externally connected 
with four redundant 8Gb FC ports, the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 with dual redundant controllers provide added availability at 
each site. Local RAID 1 and RAID 5 tiers with both 8 SSD and 40 Midline SAS drives provide wide stripe performance and data 
protection. As per best performance practice, the Admin Space metadata of all 3PAR virtual volumes are set to reside on the 
SSD mirrored tier. (See Appendix E: HP 3PAR StoreServ optimum VDI performance setting.) Block level volumes are 
presented to vSphere hosts, Application VMs and to HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services. 3PAR File Services is configured in a 
two node cluster across sites, sharing CIFS and NFS volumes. Through VMware Horizon View Persona Management, user 
data is redirected to CIFS shares. OS golden images are mapped to vSphere hosts via NFS. All synchronously persisted data 
required at both sites is handled by HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence replication. 

Figure 3. Multi-Site Component Placement 

 

High availability is provided at the application layer by several means. Active Directory domain services run across both sites 
in a single unified fashion under the vsprod.net domain. Time synchronization, DNS and DHCP services also define absolute 
reference across both sites. The Microsoft AlwaysOn SQL Server 2008 R2 Failover Cluster is stretched across both sites. A 
3PAR virtual volume is passed thru directly to the SQL cluster and is replicated across both sites. The VMware vCenter Server 
VM runs in linked mode with the other site’s vCenter Server providing a single unified view of both site’s VMware resources. 
The Horizon View Connection Server runs in high availability and load balancing replica mode with each site. At the 
application level, an OpenEMR cluster provides a highly available application service across both sites driven by the Microsoft 
AlwaysOn SQL Failover Cluster. Every level of this reference architecture is designed to be highly available. 
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Figure 4. VDI High Availability Architecture Dependencies 

 

This HP Reference Architecture minimizes, but may not fully eliminate, the user experience impact due to a complete site 
failure. From the user's perspective, all user data and application data which is written to disk and saved will be available at 
the other site with the user's allocated desktop. Any data in memory and not committed to disk will be lost which may affect 
applications outside the testing scope of this document.  

Application stateness is driven by synchronously replicated highly available databases stored on the HP 3PAR StoreServ, 
dependent upon HP 3PAR Peer Persistence. As sessions are persisted by the F5 BIG-IP Network Load Balancer, a site failure 
no longer has a login bypass option to direct a reconnecting client to a virtual VM that is no longer available at that site. F5 
determines to redirect the reconnecting client to the other site's Horizon View Connection Server and allocation to a desktop 
in ready state. Single Sign-On provides this seamless login to the desktop and configured applications and resources 
without user intervention. 

The Non-Persistent VDI Architecture model was chosen as the most efficient desktop deployment model. In this model, 
User Desktops are separated from the User persona data which characterizes the personalization of this User's desktop. 
This efficiency minimizes the amount of data that needs to be replicated and stored and dramatically improves performance 
and efficiency. 

HP Storage 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage with HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services and HP 3PAR Peer Persistence Software 
HP 3PAR StoreServ storage was designed from the ground up to support virtualization. With an ASIC-based architecture and 
built-in features like thin provisioning, autonomic management, and deep VMware integration, 3PAR StoreServ is ideal for 
end user computing deployments. The entire 3PAR StoreServ product family is all built on a single architecture and 
managed in the same fashion, so whether you are implementing a small proof-of-concept with a 3PAR StoreServ 7200 or a 
large-scale deployment with a 7450 All Flash system, it looks, feels, and operates in the same way. This is important 
because 3PAR storage scales simply and easily as the overall architecture scales with more and more users.  

For this reference architecture, core OS images and clones are stored on the HP 3PAR StoreServ, 3PAR File Services and the 
HP IO Accelerator to provide the best performance and availability. User data is stored on CIFS shares on the HP 3PAR 
StoreServ File Services. 

For the testing of this Reference Architecture, a two node HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 was utilized at each site. Each 7400 
contains 8x100GB SLC SSD and 40x450GB Midline SAS drives (Fibre Channel). Each storage controller is connected to an HP 
StoreFabric fibre channel (FC) switch for datapath and to an HP 5920 switch for management and replication. Figure 5 
illustrates the connection of the fibre channel and Ethernet networks. 

Figure 5. HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 and StoreServ File Controller Configuration 

Item Information Notes 

3PAR Operating System 3.1.2 (MU2) Updates were released during testing phases, but HP standardized on this 
release for the sake of continuity of test results. 

Controllers Two (2) Additional 2 port Fibre Channel card added per controller 

Small Form Factor Shelves Two (2) Includes controller shelf 

Large Form Factor Shelves Zero (0) Not utilized in testing, but would be a valid approach to housing user data which 
is lower I/O, but potentially space intensive. Recommended for housing large 
user data repositories. 

Small Form Factor SSD Eight (8) Accelerated Tier; metadata for FC Tier 

Small Form Factor 10K FC Forty (40) Capacity and Performance Tier 

Large Form Factor 7.2K NL N/A N/A 
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Figure 6. HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 and StoreServ File Controller Wiring 

 

The HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 presents storage Logical Units (LUNs) to vSphere hosts as a clustered VMFS datastore, pass 
thru LUNs to VMs as raw device mappings used in SQL Clusters, and to the 3PAR StoreServ File Controller pair and reshared 
as a clustered CIFS/NFS volume. The Microsoft SQL Cluster is allocated a Quorum and Data disk. The 3PAR virtual volumes 
exported to 3PAR File Services contain golden image VM data shared via NFS and CIFS Persona Management data. The HP 
3PAR StoreServ File Services volumes are dependent of the golden image archive space requirements and User Persona 
Management data requirements. The Microsoft SQL Data volume is configured at 300GB but is recommended to be 
adequately sized for OpenEMR and other database requirements.  

Figure 7. Local and Replicated Volumes 

 

Each site’s VMware vSphere cluster supports datastores that are only highly available within each site. In addition, specific 
volumes were chosen to also be remotely copied synchronously to the other site. This minimized data set contains User 
Persona Data contained on the 3PAR File Services LUNs, SQL Server clustered raw LUNs and Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 
quorum LUNs. With the architecture chosen, the minimum data that must be replicated across both sites to achieve the 
desired availability includes the clustered SQL volumes and the clustered 3PAR File Services. Client user data and application 
data are dependent upon the HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence Software to ensure synchronous transparent failover of 
storage across federated systems in both sites. 
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The HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence Software feature 

The HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence Quorum Witness is installed as a VM at a third site to monitor the primary two sites 
and manage the transparent, automatic failover across data centers. HP 3PAR Remote Copy groups are started between 
the two storage systems and the auto_failover policy is set. HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence connects to the storage 
arrays on both sites using non-RC links. It is packaged as a VMware OVF VM and is imported at the third site. It must NOT be 
installed on any array that is protected as part of the HP 3PAR Peer Persistent configuration. 

Figure 8. HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage Provisioning 

 

3PAR Virtual Volumes are exported to each site’s VMware vSphere cluster. Volumes that are thinly provisioned can take 
advantage of HP 3PAR StoreServ’s Zero Detect features. Space reclamation from the file system and databases are also 
enabled thereby keeping the data footprint as small as possible. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Data at Rest Encryption 

With this optional solution component, HP 3PAR StoreServ is configured with self-encrypting drives; data is encrypted as it is 
written. Data is protected from unauthorized access even when the drive is removed from the system. This encryption 
process happens automatically inside the disk drive without any user intervention.  

HP Mobile Care helps healthcare providers protect patient Personal Health Information 
HP 3PAR StoreServ Data at Rest Encryption protects data from security breaches on physical disk drives. All data contained 
on the 3PAR drives are protected against unauthorized access, including physical media or hardware theft, and tampering. 
Additional protocol data encryption adds in providing end-to-end data security protection. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Virtual Domains Software 
Secure multi-tenancy supports the use of HP 3PAR Virtual Domains Software to deliver customized, improved security 
features, and even “self-service” storage to multiple internal applications. Security logging is separated from hypervisor 
data domains, database volumes, management infrastructure and user data delivered via 3PAR StoreServ File Services. 
Role based security ensures that everything possible is segmented to only those who require access. HP 3PAR virtual 
domains ensure only exposed resources for which roles require access—the ultimate in convergence of storage hardware 
virtualization. 
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HP Servers 

HP BladeSystem Enclosures and ProLiant Blades 

In this reference architecture, the HP BladeSystem c7000 Enclosure at each site provides core infrastructure and server 
expandability. Five HP ProLiant BL460c Gen8 blade servers, each with Dual Intel® Xeon® E5-2680 processors and 256GB of 
memory, are utilized to support all compute requirements at each site. The Intel Xeon E5-2600 v2 processor options 
provide more cores and cache, faster memory and enhancements for virtualization which has been noted to increase server 
compute performance by up to 50%.3 Each server is assigned 6-Flexible NICs and 2-Flexible FCoE HBAs across the 2-port 
FlexibleLOM (LAN On Motherboard) to deliver 20Gb/s full duplex bandwidth to each server. Redundant power supplies, fans, 
and Onboard Administrators ensure a highly available compute infrastructure. 

Accessing and managing the HP BladeSystem enclosure and blades is accomplished with the HP Onboard Administrator. A 
separate, secure network connects the system administrator to the Onboard Administrator, so access to the c7000 chassis 
and the blades contained within is always assured. 

Each ProLiant BL460c blade has local SAS hard drives, and are configured in a RAID 1 mirror set. The VMware vSphere hosts 
are installed on the local datastore. Alternatively, additional per vSphere host savings could be realized by installing ESXi on 
an optional SD card instead of the mirrored local SAS hard drives. 

Figure 9. BladeSystem and Server Firmware 

Component Firmware Rev 

Onboard Administrator 3.71 

Virtual Connect FlexFabric 4.01 

ROM Version I31 03/01/2013 

iLO 4 1.22 

Power Management Controller 3.1 

Array Controller (Management Hosts) 3.54 

IO Accelerator 7.1.13 

 

HP IO Accelerator for BladeSystem 

For high performance, low latency host storage, HP IO Accelerators are installed on each HP ProLiant BL460c blade. Once 
the VMware vSphere host is installed on each blade’s local storage, maintenance mode is entered for configuration of the 
HP IO Accelerators as a solid state datastore tier. Following the best practices to install the driver, fio-format 512B sector 
sizes and mount the datastore, the VMware vCenter Server configuration should see the local IO Accelerator datastore. In 
Horizon View Administration, this solid state local datastore tier is used for replica VM desktop non-persistent storage. 
Figure 10 shows the IO Accelerator configuration in vCenter. 

Figure 10. Datastores from vCenter 

 

HP Virtual Connect 
Each c7000 chassis has two HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric modules to support highly available blade to infrastructure 
connectivity for both 8Gb fibre channel and 10Gb Ethernet networks. Four uplinks totaling 40Gbps full duplex provide server 
and client Ethernet connectivity and four uplinks totaling 32Gbps provide fibre channel SAN connectivity. Figure 11 shows 
the Virtual Connect interconnections. 

 
3 Please see the HP IVY Bridge FAQ http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-6357ENW under ProLiant differentiation on how the 

Xeon E5-2600 v2 processors improve performance. 

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-6357ENW
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Refer to the Appendix for specific IP address examples for both sites. After assigning an IP address, management of Virtual 
Connect occurs thru the web interface. Each server will be allocated six virtual Ethernet network adapters and two virtual 
FCoE HBAs, as shown in Figure 11. Note how each pair is functionally load balanced across each corresponding FlexibleLOM 
port. 

Figure 11. Virtual Connect Server Profile 

 

Figures 12 and 13 show shared uplink sets between c7000 Virtual Connect to HP 5920 switch pairs. Note that Active-Active 
links must be specifically configured originating from within the same interconnect bay (See Lab_Uplinks-1 – Bay 1 ports x5 
and x6 in Figure 13). 

Figure 12. Virtual Connect Fibre Channel and Ethernet Interconnect 
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Figure 13. Virtual Connect Shared Uplink Sets 

 

Figure 14 shows SAN Fabric sets providing c7000 Virtual Connect to the HP SN6000 8Gb FC SAN fabric. Note that Active-
Active links must also be specifically configured originating from within the same interconnect bay (see SAN Fabric 1 – Bay 1 
ports x1 and x2). 

Figure 14. Redundant Virtual Connect SAN Fabrics for MPIO 

 

HP Networking 

HP 5920 Switch Series 
Two top of rack HP 5920 switches provide external connectivity. The HP 5920 AF-24XG Ethernet switch pair is connected 
with four IRF connections providing unified management and switch redundancy. Dynamic LACP LAGG groups are configured 
across each physical switch’s port pair connecting to each c7000 interconnect module bay pair. Once the switch and the 
Virtual Connect uplinks are configured, the port status will show Linked-Active green for both. 

Tagged virtual local area networks (VLANs) separate traffic to Internet, management, HA, FT, VDI-A, and VDI-B networks 
providing bandwidth connectivity and granularity from the VM to the thin client. 

Ethernet Network (VLANs) are defined – Internet (1000); management (21); vMotion (23); FT (810); VDI-A (811); VDI-B (812). 
For this configuration, no VLANs are routable except for the Internet VLAN. The Internet VLAN receives external DHCP 
addressing while the internal VDI-A and VDI-B VLANs receive internal non-routable DHCP addressing. VLAN configuration 
must be enabled within Virtual Connect as Ethernet Networks. Tagged VLANs are enabled on connected ports within the 
core HP 5920 switch pair and HP wireless access point. Tagged VLANs are also enabled in VMware vSphere. 

See the sample HP 5920 switch configuration (Appendix C: Network switch VLAN configuration) which defines IRF, VLANs 
and a single LAGG bridge group trunk. After IRF is appropriately configured on each switch, each LACP LAGG Group trunk 
would be configured as physically wired. In the case of physically connecting to the c7000 Virtual Connect interface, 
ACTIVE/ACTIVE LACP shared uplinks must be physically connected to the same controller. 

At the client, the HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) provides a comprehensive bring your own device (BYOD) solution 
with easy onboarding, provisioning, and monitoring of users and clients. With this software, HP moves beyond the basic 
BYOD requirements of identity-based access by offering a comprehensive solution that includes single policy enforcement 
and converged network management across wired and wireless environments. Unified BYOD monitoring further enables 
administrators to plan for capacity and comply with regulatory requirements: Identity-based access, advanced device 
profiling, and real-time traffic quarantining; Converged network support with universal policies for all wired and wireless 
devices; Seamless policy enforcement based on user and/or device; Unified monitoring of BYOD traffic and user behavior. 

HP Networking with IRF benefits in the data center 
The fundamental nature of networking is changing, especially in enterprise data centers. With new, integrated applications 
deployed against large scale, highly virtualized server farms, server-to-server center communications are demanding a 
completely new level of intra-data-center performance. Traditional three-tier networks—designed to support data-center-
in/data-center-out traffic and built using legacy, poor-performing redundancy protocols—can’t deliver the server-to-server 
capacity required for these types of workloads. Purpose-built HP networking solutions, system architecture, and technology 
are streamlining the design of next-generation data centers and campus networks to ensure the superior resiliency, 
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performance, and agility that enterprise networks now require. One HP innovation is Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF), a 
technology that far outstrips ordinary protocols designed to improve the performance of network switches. HP IRF is an 
innovative technology that lets you ‘flatten’ data center and campus networks, eliminating the need for a dedicated 
aggregation layer and providing more direct, higher capacity connections between users and network resources. And IRF 
helps customers achieve these goals in a cost-effective, easy-to-manage way. 

HP end user devices 

HP Flexible thin client 

HP Thin Client Solutions for healthcare offer organizations a reliable, more secure way to manage patient records and other 
critical medical information. HP Thin Client implementations can provide secure, centralized access to healthcare data, 
helping reduce medical and billing errors. Centralized access can also improve clinical workflow, helping medical staff get 
quick, reliable access to accurate information for an improved patient experience. 

HP Thin Client Solutions support dual-monitors, remote connection, and fast performance. Your healthcare needs 
performance to stay ahead of the curve, but your budget is small. The HP t510 Flexible thin client includes support for dual 
monitors (both digital and analog), dual-core processors and 2GB DDR RAM. The HP t510 also includes wireless network 
connectivity and easily mounts on a wall or monitor with the HP QuickRelease. 

The HP t510 also includes a secure USB, built-in firewall, Smart Card authentication, and other HP security innovations to 
help protect data and comply with HIPAA and other regulatory needs. 

HP t310 zero client  

If no local OS on the thin client device is important to you, then the HP t310 zero client is the perfect choice for your 
healthcare needs. The HP t310 handles the most demanding multimedia needs for users in VMware View environments 
with its dual monitor support, no codecs for IT to manage, and with no local storage, the HP t310 provides a highly secure 
endpoint suitable for government, defense, healthcare, finance and other secure-sector deployments. There is even the 
option for a fiber NIC for even better security.  

The HP t310 consumes less than 7 watts of power, supports easy remote device and power management with Wake-on-
LAN, data security with AES 256-bit encryption, smart card support, and protection against data loss with secure 
authentication and authorization of all USB peripheral devices and lockdown of restricted devices. 

HP ElitePad and ElitePad Expansion Jacket 
HP ElitePad tablet computers enable clinician mobility so they have the information they need, when they need it. Powered 
by the latest Intel Atom processor, HP ElitePad tablets have the performance and flexibility to transform the way doctors 
and medical staff work. When used with the optional expansion jacket, HP ElitePad delivers a truly secure and mobile 
solution for clinical end users. 

HP Hardware Accelerated Graphics for Desktop Virtualization  
HP, VMware and NVIDIA offer enterprise healthcare organizations technology which allows the ability to offload graphics 
processing from the CPU to the GPU in virtualized environments, through technology called GRID. The technology allows the 
data center manager to deliver true PC graphics-rich experience to all users, especially those with mobility demands. Ideally 
suited for graphics and 3D-intensive applications like radiology, but also beneficial for task workers, knowledge workers and 
remote sites, these solutions deliver highly responsive windows and rich multimedia experiences. Enterprises can achieve 
greater density for maximum user counts, improved power efficiency, low latency remote displays and GPU virtualization. 

For more information, see the HP white paper at 
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-1701ENW. 

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-1701ENW
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VMware software 

VMware vSphere 

The versioning of VMware vSphere software utilized for this configuration is documented in Figure 15. While updates were 
available after this design began, no updates or patches were applied during testing for sake of continuity. VMware best 
practices for the configuration of a vSphere infrastructure supporting the number of VMs tested was used to design the 
external management cluster.  

Figure 15. VMware vSphere Versions 

Software Version 

ESXi 5.1.0.1117900 

vCenter Server 5.1.0.947673 

vSphere Client 5.1.0.941893 

Microsoft SQL Server 10.50.4000 

HP Insight Control for VMware vCenter 7.2 

 

The physical networks and VLANs also extend into the VMware vSphere virtual infrastructure. Earlier in the HP Networking 
section, VLANs are defined by function and are extended into the VMware virtual switching stack. Site A’s configuration is 
shown in Figure 16.  

Figure 16. vSphere Networking 
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Management infrastructure 

The Management Cluster supports the following VMs: Microsoft SQL, vCenter, OpenEMR, Active Directory (AD), System 
Insight, Analytics, Operations Manager, Microsoft Exchange, Horizon View Composer, Horizon View Connection Server, and 
Horizon View Security Server. The virtual machine startup sequence is brought up in order as if a single site was fully 
dependent upon the building block of application services. The AD VM establishes the vsprod.net domain, provides DNS, 
DHCP and is synchronized with the other site’s AD VM. The Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 VM is built upon Windows Server 
2008 R2 clustering with the other site’s Microsoft SQL VM. The HA databases defined support VMware vCenter, Horizon View 
Events, Horizon View Composer, Horizon View Connection Server, and the OpenEMR databases. These two VMs are started 
in order and provide the basic application foundation for which everything else is dependent.  

After domain and SQL services are available, the VMware vCenter Server VM is started in sequence. Horizon View component 
VMs are followed by the OpenEMR webserver application, HP Systems Insight Manager, Analytics, vCenter Operations 
Manager and Microsoft Exchange VMs. Management views for VMware vSphere exist in vCenter Server, vCenter Operations 
Manager and Horizon View Administration, while HP views exist from within Insight Control for vCenter Server, 3PAR 
StoreServ Management Console, and the Onboard Administrator. 

The VMware vCenter Server VM for Site A is configured in Linked Mode to Site B. This allows a unified view into resources at 
either site- A-vCenter.vsprod.net or B-vCenter.vsprod.net. The VMware Horizon View Connection server is paired in multi-
site replica mode across sites. 

VMware vCenter Operations Manager is the key component of the vCenter Operations Management Suite in providing 
comprehensive visibility into the performance, capacity and health of the infrastructure, providing a holistic view and deep 
operational insights into the health, risk and efficiency of the infrastructure and applications. HP storage integrates directly 
into vCenter Operations Manager with the HP StoreFront Analytics for vCenter Operations software. In addition, the HP 
Insight Control extension for VMware vCenter Server delivers powerful HP hardware management capabilities to 
virtualization administrators, enabling comprehensive deployment, provisioning, monitoring, remote control and power 
optimization directly from the vCenter Server console for HP servers, networking and storage. Deployed on a certified 
HP-customized vSphere image, all of the latest drivers and management software enables the most robust system 
management integrations from HP ProLiant BladeSystem, HP Networking and HP Storage.  

VMware vCenter Server provides custom roles and permissions at the hypervisor level—restricting access to the entire 
inventory of virtual machines, resource pools and servers by assigning users to custom roles. VMware vCenter Persona 
Management securely redirects user data to 3PAR file services over a secure network segment where the data is further 
encrypted on disk. Secure access is controlled at the group or user level. 

VDI host configuration 

As designed and tested, all VDI hosts in this configuration are identical. Figure 17 shows the layout of each VDI host within 
the architecture.  
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Figure 17. VDI Host design for this configuration 

 

Third party hardware and software 

Single Sign On capabilities were tested with both HP Solutions Partners Imprivata and HealthCast. Only one solution is 
required for implementation. 

Imprivata OneSign for Single Sign On Tap and Go 
A key time-savings technology in the HP RA for Mobile Care is Imprivata OneSign, a leading identity and access management 
solution that delivers fast, secure No Click Access to virtual desktops to allow clinicians to focus more time on patient care. 
Imprivata’s robust single sign-on (SSO) and flexible strong authentication solutions enable providers to quickly and securely 
access electronic medical records (EMRs) and other applications, wherever and whenever they need them, with the simple 
tap of a badge or swipe of a fingerprint. By eliminating the need to enter a unique password for each system and 
application, Imprivata OneSign allows clinicians to seamlessly access their roaming virtual desktops from any location. 
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Imprivata OneSign is proven to save clinicians 15 minutes or more per shift, allowing providers to remain focused on 
delivery high-quality patient care. 

HealthCast QwickACCESS for Single Sign On Tap and Go 

HP and HealthCast enable you to expand your proximity badge usage to get quick access to patient information through thin 
clients and applications. A patient’s bedside, physician’s lounge, shared workstation area, or offsite clinic, no matter where 
you are, HP Thin Clients with separately purchased HealthCast QwickACCESS streamlines cumbersome login and security 
processes. No need for you to remember passwords anymore. 

HP and QwickACCESS enhanced secure sign-on solution saves precious time every day—time you can spend providing the 
care your patients need. 

F5 Networks BIG-IP 
F5's BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager (LTM) brings an improved level of reliability, scalability and security to VMware Horizon 
View deployments. The F5 LTM provides the load balancing and traffic management needed to satisfy the resiliency and 
performance requirements of customers around the world.  

Utilizing the customized F5 VMware Horizon View iApp template, simplifies the deployment and ensures many best 
practices are implemented quickly and easily. The iApp template acts as a single-point of interface for building, managing, 
and monitoring deployments. 

An optional component is F5’s BIG-IP Access Policy Manager (APM). APM provides additional security and access features 
such as “single name space” and “user persistence,” in multi-site deployments.  

Microsoft SQL Server 

On the second Management VM, A-SQL, Windows Server 2008 R2 is configured in a cluster with the matching VM from the 
other site. The cluster leverages two mapped raw LUNs which must be available across both sites – a 3PAR StoreServ 
Quorum and Data virtual volume. After configuring the Microsoft Cluster, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 is installed as an 
application across the cluster following Microsoft best practice. Figure 18 shows the clustered configuration for site A’s 
Microsoft SQL Server instance. 

Figure 18. Microsoft Clustered SQL Server with Raw Pass thru LUNs 

 

In the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, databases are created for Site A and B: vCenter, View Events, and View 
Composer. Additional databases include OpenEMR, RSA, vCOps, and Systems Insight Manager. Database properties set the 
file autogrowth to 10% unrestricted for data, restricted for logs and the location to the shared cluster data disk. Database 
options set recovery model to simple and auto shrink to true. Login properties are set to SQL Server authentication with the 
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default database appropriately selected. Under security, logins, user mapping for the database is created with db_owner 
and public selected. Additional options may need to be selected for the user or server role depending upon database and 
application function. For example, by following the VMware Horizon View best practices, specific database preparation 
scripts must first be customized and run to prepare the environment. 

Microsoft Active Directory 
In the first site’s Management VM, the Windows 2008 R2 Active Directory, DNS, Certificate Authority and DHCP role is 
enabled for the vsprod.net domain. Static DNS entries are required for all vSphere hosts and resolution should be verified. 
The second site’s Active Directory VM is paired according to best practice multi-site high availability. 

Microsoft Windows Clients 

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 is installed following best practice recommendations, patched with the latest VMware 
tools installed and prepared for image cloning. The Management operating system VMs are based upon this image. 

OpenEMR 
The OpenEMR project is a free and open source electronic health records and medical practice management application. 
OpenEMR is ONC Complete Ambulatory EHR certified. As a reference architecture targeted to healthcare ultimately serving 
the patient, our solution starts to specialize here in general patient care (a requirement of the VMware AlwaysOn 
certification). OpenEMR for Windows was used in a highly available configuration from webserver to the separate backend 
Microsoft SQL database. Since the username and password authentication is separate from Active Directory, this application 
further demonstrates the Single Sign On capabilities of our partners, HealthCast and Imprivata. OpenEMR best practices 
were followed where applicable. Ensure that database storage requirements are thoroughly met before exploiting all the 
capabilities of OpenEMR.  

Figure 19. OpenEMR 

 

Power and cooling requirements 

The tested configuration leveraged multiple power back up circuits to extend high availability across each redundant system 
power supply. The c7000 and BL460c Gen 8 blades in idle configuration consume 1084 Watts with maximum peak of 2400 
Watts. The projected as tested BTUs are 6000. As tested enclosure ambient temperature was 21 degrees C with thermal 
cooling fans operating at 47% maximum speed in the top portion and 31% in the lower portion. The HP 3PAR StoreServ 
7400 utilized about 603 Watts with 2055 BTUs at IDLE and 904 Watts with 3083 BTU/hr under load. The HP 3PAR File 
Services consumed a peak of 857 Watts and 2925 BTU/hr. The HP 5920 switch pair consumed 366 Watts with 1249 BTU/hr. 
The HP SN6000 pair consumed about 180 Watts and 614 BTU/hr. A single site projected power requirements are 4707 
Watts with 13,871 BTU/hr cooling requirements. 

Security 

Security is found throughout the configuration at many levels. Username/password, access control levels, Active Directory, 
device authentication and trust certificates all contribute to security in many ways. For Administrators, out of band 
management on a private VLAN network provides controlled access of every device. The Onboard Administrator and iLO 
provide user/password credential authentication providing local console or configuration access. Trusted hosts are defined 
on the target with access control lists implemented in the network further limiting who and where systems may be 
configured. Active Directory validates username password authentication. VMware vCenter and Horizon View administration 

http://oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert/ehrproductdetail?allClassification=BothEHR&attestationYear=None&browseBy=vendorName&completeOnly=false&counter=0&criteriaIds=&criteriaSearchByMeasures=false&doLastSearch=false&id=a0Aa000000aLcVVEA0&lastSearch=searchByField&modularOnly=false&pageNumber=1&pageSize=25&practiceRadio2014=Both&searchByType=productName&searchByValue=openemr&showSeachOption=BothEHR&sortAsc=true&sortBy=3&viewCertYear=2011&viewPracticeSetting=Ambulatory
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was tied into Active Directory user groups. HP 3PAR StoreServ virtual domains are recommended to be configured to 
segregate the logging administrative data from the rest of the management data. Additional virtual domains could have 
been configured to further isolate each data allocation type to a specific administrator. The HP 3PAR File Services is fully 
integrated into Active Directory. The FC and Ethernet switch infrastructure are also protected by out of band username 
password security. Administration configuration restrictions were limited to a single launchpad management VM. 

The network is segmented into several zones. In the At Risk zone, HP BYOD security validates trusted devices before 
allowing network access. Within the network, HealthCast and Imprivata provide single sign on leveraging 
username/password and/or biometrics for user validation at the device. Certificates provide further levels of authentication 
and validation authority. Persona Management further provides authentication via Active Directory to persisted user data. By 
default, any network access by VLAN, port, vswitch or VM is restricted to no access and must explicitly be defined. Specific 
TCP/UDP ports are enabled for application specific requirements. 

Application specific ODBC SQL connectors define application to database security with SQL database username/password 
authentication privileges. Certificates provide application server to application server verification. Some applications, like 
Horizon View and vCenter, rely upon Active Directory user validation while others, like Open EMR, utilizes its own 
username/password/group verification which is stored encrypted in the SQL database supporting the application. 
HealthCast and Imprivata provide the single sign on capability further automating secure logins. With HP thin clients, 
additional user security is validated to the client.  

Capacity and sizing  

For validating workload and high availability failure simulations, HP used the Login VSI 4.0 Testing Suite tool. Login VSI 
measures response times for opening applications and clicking within the UI of applications. The application stack utilized 
includes Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Internet Explorer and Adobe® Flash video. The results of the Login VSI testing 
are given as VSImax, the point at which response times exceed the acceptable limit. 

The purpose of the testing was to validate High Availability across multiple sites and a 500 user sizing building block, one of 
the many requirements for VMware AlwaysOn Certification. HP simulated 500 users on the solution and performed specific 
failure case scenarios as required, but also while undergoing performance load. This becomes the building block for which 
one grows in the prescribed 500 user increments, in a multi-site highly available, predictable and dependable manner. 

Since the solution prescribed several tiers of storage at each site, capacity and sizing becomes critical to real world success. 
The users are simulated in an industry standard virtual desktop expectation: light, medium and heavy. Your specific business 
applications or end user usage profiles might need to prescribe different capacity, performance or latency requirements. 
Application virtualization may also impact sizing estimates. The bottom line is each environment and situation is unique and 
consideration must be given to those uniquenesses as you consider deploying a standardized reference architecture such as 
HP Mobile Care.  

HP IO Accelerators transfer data on the server’s PCIe internal bus at rates of over 1.5GB/s (Gigabytes per second) at 
latencies less than 50 microseconds. Tests were conducted in a mixed 365GB and 1.2TB HP IO Accelerator environment. 
Since this high performance tier is internal to the server, it is a single point of failure and therefore only non-persistent data 
resides here. The HP IO Accelerators contained the replica images of each base operating system and linked clone deltas for 
each individual desktop. The chosen desktop image memory size will have implications as to how much storage could be 
occupied in non-VM desktop disk storage. From the greatest efficiency, the larger 785GB or 1.2TB HP IO Accelerators would 
provide the most equivalent per-blade compute to disk resources for a host dedicated to Horizon View desktops. 

Since the HP IO Accelerators contain replicas, the first deployment of a golden image desktop copies the initial desktop 
image to the local HP IO Accelerator from the HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services share. The initial time to copy depends upon 
the size of the operating system image. The configuration decision to prepopulate the desktops with the complete 500 
count was chosen to ensure that once configuration is done, all desktops are instantly available. This is particularly useful 
during a site failure ensuring the least latency to restored desktop sessions. 

The HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 storage SAN drives are the heart of the highly available solution. External to the compute 
resources, the storage now becomes independent from everything else in the solution. Since VMware vSphere depends 
upon SAN capabilities to enable clustered hypervisor features such as VMware vMotion, High Availability and Fault 
Tolerance, data becomes the most critical component—within a single site and across multiple sites. Automatic transparent 
failover (ATF) technology with HP 3PAR Peer Persistence is the ability to automatically redirect host I/O from a failed primary 
system to the replicated secondary system in a manner that is transparent to the host and causes minimal disruption to 
service. The failover—in which the target volume group becomes source, and, providing the source array is available, the 
source volume group becomes the target—is transparent in that it is non-disruptive to the hosts and applications running 
on them. The failover is automatic in that failover can occur without user intervention as long as the failover conditions are 
met. ATF uses the HP 3PAR Quorum Witness to monitor for HP 3PAR StoreServ array failure and to automatically determine 
whether a failover of host service is required. The HP 3PAR Quorum Witness and related technology provide the automation 
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to trigger the transparent failover technology to execute the migration of the I/O path. To ensure maximum uptime and 
availability, the HP 3PAR Quorum Witness software is installed at a physical third site. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence enables the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 (2 node) system located at site A, at up to 
metropolitan distances, to act as peers to another 3PAR 7400 (2 node) at site B, presenting a continuous and synchronously 
replicated storage system. The amount of data that needs to be synchronously replicated across sites is, by design, 
minimized. Data consumer experience is directly related to the amount of User and Application data rate of change, 
bandwidth and data latency. Constraints may be implemented on the amount of available space a user has access to, as 
well as various priority level serviceability queues. Other variables within the solution include allocation of SQL database 
tablespace for OpenEMR along with additional application space as needed which may have an impact on sizing. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ presented both SSD and FC based disks within separate groups of tiered performance. A balance 
between performance and capacity again depends upon the individual requirements. In no case was the HP 3PAR StoreServ 
stressed in performance. Additional testing validated the configuration on both Common Provisioning Groups (CPGs), SSD 
and FC together and separately. SSD capacity comes at a premium and proper best practice sizing balance for the number of 
disks were followed. HP 3PAR Adaptive Optimization is not enabled on any VDI volume due to the highly random nature of 
the VDI data.  

HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services is presented as an Active-Active NFS and CIFS share across both sites. The remote copy 
synchronous replication feature of the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 ensures the data is actively synchronized. Active shares are 
enabled at both sites and unified in a directory tree as per best practices. User and application data and golden images are 
stored centrally across both sites. HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services support NFS 4.1, which supports persisting sessions 
across a site failure (a node failure in the HP 3PAR File Services cluster). 

Workload description  

To test the overall solution performance, Login VSI was used. Login VSI simulates unique user workloads with realistic user 
behavior. The user workloads use the same applications as a standardized typical employee such as Word, Outlook or IE and 
are available in a light, medium, or heavy version. 

Workload data/results  

Many man week hours went into testing and retesting many different combinations. From a validation perspective, all 
VMware AlwaysOn requirements were met on all storage combinations. Since the sizing block was targeted for a single site 
supporting 500 users in a site failure scenario, scaling up the number of users to a VSImax v4 score was not required. 
However, the simulated client launcher hardware capacity was limited and in only specific failure scenarios were the VSImax 
v4 score reached. 

In a site failure scenario under load, consistent repeatable results indicated system stress to the 500 user sizing. In order to 
facilitate common testing across all combinations, it was decided to discuss this during the results rather than change the 
standardized configuration. With the smallest HP IO Accelerators (365GB vs. 1.2TB) on site A, memory size allocation of the 
Windows 7 desktop (1.5GB), directly impacts the Horizon View Overcommit feature. In these cases, additional memory 
allocated to the VM would prevent paging under Heavy and Medium load which also would be better suited to the larger IO 
Accelerators. Alternatively, more users could have been allocated to the HP 3PAR StoreServ volume space. All sizing was 
performed in 250 user increments on each storage tier. 
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Testing results 

Figure 20 shows the Login VSI test results. With the configuration prescribed, the building block of 500 users was verified in 
several ways. 

Figure 20. Login VSI Results 

 VSImax v4 VSIbase VSImax v4 avg VSImax v4 threshold 

3PAR heavy Not reached 3892 4634 6494 

3PAR medium Not reached 3973 4445 6573 

3PAR light Not reached 3928 5074 6528 

     

AONLY heavy 437* 3966 5927 6566 

AONLY medium 444* 3819 5448 6419 

AONLY light Not reached 3987 5814 6587 

     

IO Accelerator heavy Not reached 4455 4729 7055 

IO Accelerator medium Not reached 3901 4791 6501 

IO Accelerator light Not reached 3983 4753 6583 

* Note the above discussion on VSImax v4. Not reached is GOOD, as 500 user load could not stress the system. 

 

The 3PAR results correspond to both sites with all users evenly distributed across HP 3PAR 7400 storage only. The IO 
Accelerator results correspond to both sites with all users distributed across HP IO Accelerators only. The AONLY results 
correspond to a site B failure condition and all users are evenly distributed across HP 3PAR 7400 storage and HP IO 
Accelerators. All results are an average sample of 5 run set over a 1 hour testing period each. All Horizon View Desktop 
pools and Login VSI client launchers were rebooted between test runs in order to compare same starting states. 
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Figure 21 shows that the performance characteristics of Site A and Site B were very similar from VMware vCenter. All 
showing general additional overhead readily available. 

Figure 21. vCenter Site Configuration 

 

Analysis and recommendations 

The VMware AlwaysOn certification prescribes a building block of scale of 500 users. This building block is for 
implementation across two sites. Each HP c7000 enclosure supports up to 16 half height blades. Although the HP Mobile 
solution implements much less blades, scaling up as a VMware AlwaysOn Certification will require additional multi-site 
complete solution building blocks. 

Scaling up compute nodes within the HP BladeSystem enclosure stays compliant with VMware’s Hardware Compatibility 
lists for vSphere and Horizon View and is supported by HP. In standardizing the creation of Horizon View Pools of 250 Users, 
the original replica datastore pools on the HP 365GB IO Accelerators are better matched to the larger 785GB or 1.2TB in 
system size matching with the HP ProLiant BL460c Gen8 blades.  

As the amount of user and application data grows, the HP 3PAR StoreServ storage will effortlessly scale to meet these new 
requirements. This includes the ability to rapidly provision additional capacity, including support for retention or backup 
plans. 

High Availability is shown to handle a Login VSI simulated load in an Active-Active state providing redundancy over multiple 
sites. Additional real world concerns of snapshot restoration states and backups were not tested as part of this solution and 
additional HP and VMware best practices with vSphere, Horizon View, 3PAR StoreServ, and 3PAR StoreServ File Services 
should be referenced and can be found in the “For more information” section at the end of this document. 

Bill of materials 

The following BOMs contain electronic license to use (E-LTU) parts. Electronic software license delivery is now available in 
most countries. HP recommends purchasing electronic products over physical products (when available) for faster delivery 
and for the convenience of not tracking and managing confidential paper licenses. For more information, please contact 
your reseller or an HP representative. 
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Note 
Part numbers are at time of publication and subject to change. The bill of materials does not include complete support 
options or other rack and power requirements. If you have questions regarding ordering, please consult with your HP 
Reseller or HP Sales Representative for more details. hp.com/large/contact/enterprise/index.html 

Table 1. HP Mobile Care Bill of Materials  

Qty Part Number Description 

  Rack and Network Infrastructure 

2  BW908A HP 642 1200mm Shock Intelligent Rack 

 BW908A#001 Factory Express Base Racking 

2 BW909A HP 10642G3 1200mm Side Panels 

2  BW930A#B01 HP Air Flow Optimization Kit Include with complete system 

4  AF916A HP 3PH 48A NA/JP Pwr Monitoring PDU 

4  AF916A 0D1 HP 3PH 48A NA/JP Pwr Monitoring PDU Factory Integrated 

2  BW932A HP 10K G3 600mm Stabilizer Kit 

1 BW932A#B01 HP 10K G3 600mm Stabilizer Kit Include with complete system 

8 142257-006 HP 10A IEC 320 C14-C13 4.5ft US PDU Cable 

  Top of Rack Network Switch 

2 JG296A HP 5920AF-24XG Switch 

2 JC680A HP 58x0AF 650W AC Power Supply 

2 JG298A HP 5920AF-24XG Front (port-side) to Back (power-side) Airflow Fan Tray 

24 JD092B HP X130 10G SFP+ LC SR Transceiver 

  3PAR StoreServ Storage 

2 QR483A HP 7400 2 Controller Base 

2 QR490A HP M6710 2.5in 2U SAS Drive Enclosure 

80 QR494A HP M6710 450GB 6G SAS 10K 2.5in HDD 

2 QR486A HP 3PAR 7000 4-pt 8Gb/s FC Adapter 

16 QR502A HP M6710 100GB 6G SAS SFF (2.5-inch) SLC Solid State Drive 

1 BC773A HP 3PAR 7400 OS Suite Base LTU 

96 BC774A HP 3PAR 7400 OS Suite Drive LTU 

1 BC775A Replication Suite LTU 

96 BC776A Replication Suite Drive LTU 

1 BC795A HP 3PAR 7400 Reporting Suite LTU 

1  HP 3PAR 7000 Virtual Service Processor 

4 QR514A HP 1 Meter SAS Expansion Cable Kit (Mini SAS 4x SFF-8088 cables) 

http://www.hp.com/large/contact/enterprise/index.html
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Qty Part Number Description 

8 QL281B HP 3PAR 4m 50/125 (LC-LC) Fiber Cable 

2 QL266B HP 3PAR 10m 50/125 (LC-LC) Fiber Cable 

  3PAR Disk-based Encryption (optional) 

2 BC984A HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 Data at Rest Encryption LTU 

80 C8R59B HP 3PAR StoreServ M6710 450GB 6G SAS 10K SFF (2.5in) FIPS Encryption 
Hard Drive 

16 C8R57A HP 3PAR StoreServ M6710 400GB 6Gb SAS SFF (2.5-in) MLC Encrypt Solid 
State Drive 

  3PAR File Services 

2 B7E00A HP StoreEasy 3830 Gateway Storage 

2 684210-B21 HP Ethernet 10GbE 530FLR-SFP+ FIO Adptr 

4 J9150A HP X132 10G SFP+ LC SR Transceiver 

2 AP770B HP 82B PCIe 8Gb FC Dual Port HBA 

  SAN Fabric 

2 AW575B HP SN6000 Stackable 8Gb 24-port Single Power Fibre Channel Switch 

10 AJ718A HP 8 Gbps Short Wave FC SFP+ 

  BladeSystem Enclosure 

2 507019-B21 HP BLc7000 CTO 3 IN LCD ROHS Encl 

 507019-B21 0D1 HP BLc7000 Factory Integrated 

2 677595-B21 HP Single Phase FIO Intelligent Power Module for c-Class BladeSystem 

2 517521-B22 HP 6 x 2400W Platinum Hot Plug Factory Integrated Power Supply Kit 

2 517520-B21 6 x HP Active Cool 200 Fan Bundle, FIO (Bundle includes 6 fans) 

12 TK744 HP C19-C20 4.5ft SGL Data Special 

2 456204-B21 HP BLc7000 Onboard Administrator with KVM Option 

  456204-B21 0D1 HP BLc7000 Onboard Administrator with KVM Option Factory Integrated 

8 AJ718A HP 8Gb Short Wave Fibre Channel SFP+ 

20 455883-B21 HP BLc 10Gb SR SFP+ Modules 

2 571956-B21 HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric 10Gb/24-port Module for c-Class BladeSystem 

2 417688-B23 HP c-Class All FIO 16 Icm 1yr 24x7 lic 

2 433718-B21 HP BLc7000 10K Rack Ship Brkt Opt Kit 

2 413718-B21 0D1 HP BLc7000 10K Rack Ship Brkt Opt Kit Factory Integrated 
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Qty Part Number Description 

  Servers  

10 641016-B21 HP BL460c Gen8 10Gb FLB CTO Blade 

10 641016-B21 0D1 HP BL460c Gen8 10Gb FLB CTO Blade Factory Integrated 

10 684212-B21 HP FlexFabric 10Gb 2-port 554FLB FIO Adapter 

10 662063-L21 HP BL460c Gen8 E5-2680 FIO Kit 

10 662063-B21 HP BL460c Gen8 E5-2680 Kit 

10 662063-B21 0D1 HP BL460c Gen8 E5-2680 Kit Factory Integrated 

160 672631-B21 HP 16GB 2Rx4 PC3-12800R-11 Kit 

160 672631-B21 0D1 HP 16GB 2Rx4 PC3-12800R-11 Kit Factory Integrated 

20 652564-B21 HP 300GB 6G SAS 10K 2.5in SC ENT HDD 

20 652564-B21 0D1 HP 300GB 6G SAS 10K 2.5in SC ENT HDD Factory Integrated 

8  

(Optional Accelerated 
Tier) 

QK761A 

QK762A 

QK763A 

HP 365GB IO MLC Accelerator for BladeSystem c-Class 

HP 785GB IO MLC Accelerator for BladeSystem c-Class 

HP 1.2 TB IO MLC Accelerator for BladeSystem c-Class 

  Network Load Balancer (F5 Networks) 

2 F5-BIG-LTM-VE-1G F5 BIG-IP VE Virtual Edition: Local Traffic Manager License (1Gbps) 

2 F5-ADD-BIG-APM-VE-B F5 BIG-IP VE Add-on: APM License Base (250 Concurrent VPN Users)—
Optional 

2 F5-ADD-BIGVE-
USER250 

F5 BIG-IP VE Add-on: 250 Concurrent VPN Users Licenses (APM)—Optional 

  Wireless Access Point 

1 JG640A HP 830 24P PoE+ Unifd Wired-WLAN Swch 

1 J9590A HP MSM460 Dual Radio 802.11n AP (AM) 

  Thin Clients 

  t310 Thin Client 

  t510 Thin Client 

  mt41 Mobile Thin Client 

  Tap and Go Readers 

 RDR-7582AKU RF Ideas Wave ID, AIR ID 

  ElitePad 

  HP ElitePad 

 H4J85UT HP ElitePad Expansion Jacket 
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Qty Part Number Description 

  VMware Licenses (pick one option, all not required) 

 E8H71AAE VMware vSphere Standard 1P 1 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H72AAE VMware vSphere Standard 1P 5 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H73AAE VMware vSphere Standard 1P 3 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H74AAE VMware vSphere Enterprise 1P 1 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H75AAE VMware vSphere Enterprise 1P 3 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H76AAE  VMware vSphere Enterprise 1P 5 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H77AAE VMware vSphere Enterprise Plus 1P 1 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H78AAE VMware vSphere Enterprise Plus 1P 3 year Channel E-LTU 

 E8H79AAE VMware vSphere Enterprise Plus 1P 5 year Channel E-LTU 

 D8A87AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack 1 year E-LTU 

 D8A88AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack 3 year E-LTU 

 D8A89AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack 5 year E-LTU 

 E1U90AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack Add-on 1 year E-LTU 

 E1U91AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack Add-on 3 year E-LTU 

 E1U92AAE VMware Horizon View 10 pack Add-on 5 year E-LTU 

  Microsoft Licenses 

13  Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 

2  Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

500  Microsoft Office 2013 

500  Microsoft Windows 7 

   

HP Advanced Client Virtualization Services from 
HP Technology Services Consulting 

HP Advanced Client Virtualization Services provide fully customizable design, deployment and integration services. These 
services allow you to focus on running your business while we take care of delivering the critical technologies on which it is 
based. They build on powerful HP infrastructure platforms together with VMware technologies to deliver client virtualization 
outcomes designed to meet the requirements of your organization. 

We understand that every organization is different. Choosing to deliver client virtualization through a standardized HP 
reference architecture like HP Mobile Care significantly simplifies the implementation process and reduces time to value. 
Fully integrating your existing client environment, applications, policies and security demands into a virtualized environment 
however can be a challenge. HP Advanced Client Virtualization Services can solve these challenges, fully integrate the 
infrastructure, and rapidly deliver all the benefits of the HP Mobile Care RA to your organization – while you focus on driving 
your business. 
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HP Advanced Client Virtualization Services consist of: 

• Solution design: Focus on integrated solution and architecture design, application profiling, and system management. 

• Proof of concept and pilot: Verify design and integration, as well as performance and user acceptance for the virtual client 
infrastructure. 

• Solution implementation: Deploy the solution leveraging best practices, providing a roadmap and implementing 
takeaways from proof of concept. 

• Ongoing support: Get the level of support you need when you need it with HP Technology Services.  

For more information on HP’s Client Virtualization services, please see 
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/business-services/it-services.html?compURI=1079740. 

Figure 22. Advanced Client Virtualization Services 

 

Summary  

As mobility and desktop virtualization technologies continue to mature, organizations will become increasingly concerned 
about the mission critical availability and end-to-end security of their IT strategy. The healthcare industry is one of the first 
to feel these pain points, as healthcare IT organizations look to drive down capital and operating costs while continuing to 
improve clinician productivity and raise the overall level of security and compliance with government regulations.  

This HP Mobile Care reference architecture describes HP’s proven approach to addressing all of these concerns. The testing 
completed for this reference architecture demonstrates how to build a 500-user, highly-available building block that can be 
scaled to support 10s of thousands of users over time. By following a proven cookbook approach such as this, IT 
organizations can be assured that the investments they make in their infrastructure will deliver the business benefits they 
need today while protecting their long-term investments for the future. 

Implementing a proof-of-concept  

Interested in getting started implementing HP Mobile Care in your infrastructure? As a matter of best practice, HP 
recommends implementing a proof-of-concept using a test environment that matches as closely as possible the planned 
production environment. In this way, appropriate performance and scalability characterizations can be obtained. For help 
with a proof-of-concept, contact an HP Services representative (hp.com/large/contact/enterprise/index.html) or your HP 
partner. 

  

http://www8.hp.com/us/en/business-services/it-services.html?compURI=1079740
http://www.hp.com/large/contact/enterprise/index.html
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Appendix A: Q&A 

 

Q1. What is the HP Mobile Care Reference Architecture? 
 

 

A1. Using best-in-class HP Converged Infrastructure and partner virtualization technologies, the HP Mobile Care 
Reference Architecture provides a certified blueprint solution to accelerate your client virtualization 
deployment with documented guidelines designed to support growing business demands including BYOD 
initiatives targeted for the Healthcare industry.  

 

 

Q2. The HP Mobile Care Reference Architecture for VMware Horizon View is based on which products? 
 

 

A2. The HP Mobile Care Reference Architecture for VMware Horizon View is designed to leverage the leading HP 
Converged Infrastructure portfolio products:  
- HP BladeSystem c7000 Enclosure, ProLiant BL460c Gen8 Server Blades 
- HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400, HP 3PAR StoreServ File Services, HP IO Accelerators, HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer 
Persistence for Automated Failover 
- VMware Horizon View 5.2, vSphere, vCenter Operations Manager 
- HP Virtual Connect supporting 8Gb FC and 10Gb Ethernet 
- HP Insight Control for VMware vCenter 
- HP Wireless BYOD Security (HP ElitePad) 
- HP Thin Clients (t310, t510, mt41) 
- F5 BIG-IP network load balancer  
- Imprivata OneSign HealthCast QwickACCESS for Single Sign-On 
- RF Ideas Wave ID, AIR ID 

 

 

Q3. What VMware software does the HP RA for Mobile Care utilize? 
 

 

A3. VMware Horizon View 5.2 Premier Edition which includes: 
- vSphere Desktop 
- vCenter Server for Desktop 
- View Manager Standard 

 

 

Q4. Why does purchasing a client virtualization solution from HP make sense? 
 

 

A4. Purchasing a client virtualization solution from HP makes sense, providing a tested and proven reference 
architecture building block with no surprises from day one. The HP Mobile Care reference architecture 
eliminates struggles with time-consuming, costly pairing and testing of equipment. In addition, HP provides 
technical services to help analyze your current environment and design a solution that is right for you. 
 
Additionally, HP Insight Control for VMware vCenter Server seamlessly integrates the manageability features of 
HP ProLiant, HP BladeSystem, HP Virtual Connect and HP Storage inside VMware vCenter Server. With this 
solution, your administrators gain insight and control of your HP infrastructure supporting VMware virtualized 
environment from a single screen—reducing the time to make important change decisions, increase capacity 
and manage planned and unplanned downtime 
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Q5. What HP Thin Clients are best for client virtualization? 
 

 

A5. For task workers or workers accessing top-security data (like government or financial services) or personal 
customer data, thin client computing is also an alternative to PC computing. Devices such as the mt41, t310 
and t510. 
 
- mt41 Mobile Client—Connect wherever you have access to the cloud with this thin, light and conveniently 

accessible mobile device. Rest easy with multiple security features and quick access to shared data, all 
within an enterprise-grade durable design.  

- t310 Smart Zero Client—Keeping it quick, simple, and flexible is the goal of HP Smart Zero Clients. No 
need to worry if the backend software changes. HP Smart Zero Clients operate like a zero client, but are 
intelligent enough to reconfigure themselves to Citrix, Microsoft, or VMware protocols. Simply plug them 
in, turn them on, and they work.  

- t510 Flexible Thin Client—The key to growth is staying flexible and secure. HP Flexible Thin Clients 
provide options to grow and expand plus the security you need now and in the future—all with PC-like 
performance. Thin clients are secure by nature, but we made top-level security a priority. 

 

 

Appendix B: Network firewall ports 

Controlling network ports thru firewall and access controls applies standard networking security practices in allowing only 
required communication channels thru with validation controls in place. These ports may be changed from default to further 
enhance security. Firewall rules must be opened in appropriate VMs and data pathways. Intrusion detection will allow source 
and destination and log appropriately. 

80 vCenter http 
    

389 vCenter LDAP port 
    

443 vCenter https, VCS, VSS 
   

443 https://VSS-A.vsprod.net:443 
   

636 vCenter SSL port 
    

902 vCenter heartbeat port UDP 
   

1433 SQL 
     

4001 VCS JMS 
     

4100 VCS JMSIR 
    

4172 VCS Win 2008 R2 incoming TCP and UDP  
  

4172 PCOIP 
     

7443 View  
     

7444 "vCenter-B:7444/lookupservice/sdk" 
  

7444 vCenter-A.vsprod.net:7444/lookupservice/sdk 
 

8009 VCS Std srvr AJP13 
    

8080 vCenter web services http port 
  

8080 HP 3PAR StoreServ Peer Persistence 
   

8443 vCenter web services https port 
  

8443 Blast External 
    

9090 Web client HTTP port 
   

9443 Web client HTTPS port 
   

10109 Service Management Port Inventory Service 
 

10111 Linked Mode communication port Inventory Service 
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10443 HTTPS port Inventory Service 
   

18443 View Composer SOAP (View Admin and vCenter config) 

60099 vCenter web services change service notification port 

Appendix C: Network switch VLAN configuration  

Network VLANs allow the segmentation and separation of traffic within the network. Ensuring that minimization of network 
domain broadcast zones are limited and security is enhanced, network traffic was categorized and grouped by functionality 
into VLANs. From the VMware virtual switch networking environment to the HP Virtual Connect network to the core HP 5920 
switch networking infrastructure, the VLAN definitions must be the same. 

The following configuration was performed on the pair of core HP 5920 network switches to add VLAN 21, 23, 810, 811 and 
812 support for Management, vMotion, FT traffic (if needed), VDI-A and VDI-B client traffic. 

#  

 irf mac-address persistent timer 

 irf auto-update enable 

 undo irf link-delay 

 irf member 1 priority 32 

# 

vlan 1 

# 

vlan 21 

 name management 

# 

vlan 23 

 name vMotion 

# 

vlan 810 

 name FT 

# 

vlan 811 

 name VDI-A 

# 

vlan 812 

 name VDI-B 

# 

vlan 1000 

 name internet 

# 

irf-port 1/1 

 port group interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/21 

 port group interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/22 

# 
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irf-port 1/2 

 port group interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/23 

 port group interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/24 

# 

interface Bridge-Aggregation1 

 port link-type trunk 

 undo port trunk permit vlan 1 

 port trunk permit vlan 21 23 810 to 812 1000 

 link-aggregation mode dynamic 

# 

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1 

 port link-type trunk 

 undo port trunk permit vlan 1 

 port trunk permit vlan 21 23 810 to 812 1000 

 port link-aggregation group 1 

# 

# 

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/1 

 port link-type trunk 

 undo port trunk permit vlan 1 

 port trunk permit vlan 21 23 810 to 812 1000 

 port link-aggregation group 1 

# 

Appendix D: Network IPs  

The Internet VLAN (1000) is DHCP allocated. For testing purposes, the connection was enabled for patch updating to the real 
Internet; however, it was further restricted for the testing environment. The Management VLAN network was allocated a 
172.17.x.x/255.255.0.0 range. This provided direct Onboard Administrator, iLO or management access out of band. For the 
testing configuration, a Launchpad VM with secure access to the management VLAN was tested.  

 

Management VDI-A (811) FT (810) vMotion (23) 

OA c7000 Site A 172.17.2.60 

   POC-A-Bay01 172.17.2.61 172.29.0.5 

  POC-A-Bay02 172.17.2.62 172.29.0.6 172.28.0.6 172.31.0.6 

POC-A-Bay03 172.17.2.63 172.29.0.7 

  POC-A-Bay04 172.17.2.64 172.29.0.8 

  POC-A-Bay05 172.17.2.65 172.29.0.9 

  OA c7000 Site B 172.17.2.120 

   POC-B-Bay01 172.17.2.121 172.29.0.10 

  POC-B-Bay02 172.17.2.122 172.29.0.11 

  POC-B-Bay03 172.17.2.123 172.29.0.12 
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POC-B-Bay04 172.17.2.124 172.29.0.13 

  POC-B-Bay05 172.17.2.125 172.29.0.14 

  3PAR Site A 172.17.0.65 

   3PAR Site B 172.17.0.63 

   3PAR Service Processor 172.17.0.60 

   MS DC - A 

 

172.29.0.25 

  MS DC - B 

 

172.29.0.26 

  SQL-A 

 

172.29.0.46 172.28.0.46 

 SQL-B 

 

172.29.0.45 172.28.0.45 

 SQL-HA-Cluster 

 

172.29.0.47 172.28.0.47 

 SQL-HA-ClustDtc 

 

172.29.0.48 

  A-vCenter 

 

172.29.0.35 

  B-vCenter 

 

172.29.0.36 

  VCompS-A (View Composer Server) 172.29.0.40 

  VCS-A (View Connection Server) 172.29.0.41 

  VSS-A (View Security Server) 172.29.0.42 

  VSS-B (View Security Server) 172.29.0.39 

  VCS-B (View Connection Server) 172.29.0.43 

  VCompS-B (View Composer Server) 172.29.0.44 

  OpenEMR 

 

172.29.0.75 

  Exchange 

 

172.29.0.76 

  vCOps UI VM 

 

172.29.0.50 

  vCOps Analytics 

 

172.29.0.51 

  Wireless Controller 

 

172.29.240.10 

  Wireless Access point 

 

172.29.240.15 

  IMC Network Management 

 

172.29.240.20 

  BIG-IP VE 1 

 

172.29.0.150 

  BIG-IP VE 2 

 

172.29.0.160 
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Appendix E: HP 3PAR StoreServ optimum VDI performance setting 

HP 3PAR StoreServ best practices for VDI workloads utilizes 3PAR Thinly Provisioned Virtual Volumes (TPVV) with the SSD 
tier being used for the TPVV snapshot admin (SA) space. 

The following explains how to configure the non-SSD virtual volumes to utilize SSD drives for snapshot administration. 
These steps will significantly benefit VDI deployments with high write workloads. HP testing of a heavy write load VDI 
implementation has nearly a 50% improvement in IOPS performance efficiency using these configuration steps. The HP 
3PAR Operating System uses the same functionality to manage both TPVV and SnapShot (virtual copy) metadata; As a 
result, a reference to SA space can be applicable to both virtual copy and TPVV creation. In this configuration, TPVV SA Space 
is placed on SSD drives and Snapshot SA space is not. 

Steps: 

• The array must have SSD drives installed.  

• The TPVVs should be created from an FC CPG (referenced as FC_CPG) 

Createcpg –saga "-p –devtype SSD" <FC_CPG>  

The -saga "-p –devtype SSD" option to this command will allocate all SA space associated with the CPG use to 

create the TPVVs on available SSD drives. Note that this command does not specify a CPG as the target of the SA space 
just a drive type. The CPG specified in the command <FC_CPG> will allocate its SA space from SSDs.  

NOTE: The createcpg command example above only specifies the additional syntax to specify the location of SA 

allocation. Please reference the CLI guide for the necessary options for creating a CPG.  

• All TPVVs during creation should specify a different CPG from the FC_CPG as the target for ‘Copy Space’. This step will 
allocate any SA space associated with a TPVV’s snapshot from the CPG targeted for the TPVV ‘Copy Space’. The TPVVs 
should be created from an FC CPG (referenced as FC_CPG). 

• No other VVs created on the array should specify CPG ‘FC_CPG’ as the target for ‘Copy Space’. Utilizing ‘FC_CPG’ as a 
target for other VV copy space will allocate the SA space associated with these virtual copies also from SSD space. 
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HP RA for Mobile Care with VMware AlwaysOn,  
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/products/solutions/product-detail.html?oid=5437589#!tab=features 

HP Mobile Care Ref Architecture with VMware AlwaysOn Brochure, 
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-8011ENW&cc=us&lc=en 

Revolutionize healthcare with HP Mobile Care RA Blog, http://h30507.www3.hp.com/t5/Converged-
Infrastructure/Revolutionize-Healthcare-with-the-new-HP-Mobile-Care-Reference/ba-p/143953 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage and VMware vSphere 5 best practices, 
http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-3286ENW 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage best practices guide,  
http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA4-4524ENW 

HP IO Accelerator version 3.1.1 VMware ESX and ESXi User Guide, 
http://bizsupport1.austin.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c02752355/c02752355.pdf 

HP BladeSystem Networking Reference Architecture, 
http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c03278211/c03278211.pdf 

HP BladeSystem Leadership and Innovation in the Data Center, 
 gartner.com/technology/media-products/pdfindex.jsp?g=hp_marketing_issue1 

VMware Horizon View Optimization Guide for Windows 7 and Windows 8,  
vmware.com/files/pdf/VMware-View-OptimizationGuideWindows7-EN.pdf 

VMware Horizon View Performance and Best Practices,  
vmware.com/files/pdf/view/vmware-horizon-view-best-practices-performance-study.pdf 

Security Considerations for VMware Horizon View, vmware.com/files/pdf/techpaper/vmware-horizon-view-security.pdf 

SQL Server on VMware Best Practices Guide,  
vmware.com/files/pdf/solutions/SQL_Server_on_VMware-Best_Practices_Guide.pdf 

Healthcare Technology Center, hp.com/go/healthcare 

ConvergedSystem for Client Virtualization, hp.com/go/cv 

Bring Your Own Device, hp.com/go/BYOD 

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage, hp.com/go/3par 

HP BladeSystem, hp.com/go/bladesystem 

HP Virtual Connect,  hp.com/go/virtualconnect 

HP and VMware, hp.com/go/vmware 
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